American National Standards Institute
Z80 Committee on Ophthalmic Products
SHERATON SAND KEY HOTEL

ANSI Z80 PARENT COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
Tuesday, August 23, 2016: 8:30 am – 10:15 am


Call to Order and Instructions. Dr. Tom White, Chair of the Z80 Committee, called the meeting
to order at 8:30 am, Tuesday, August 23, 2016. A sign-in sheet was distributed for attendees to
document their participation. A roll call of ANSI Z80 member representatives in attendance was
made. Each person identified themselves to the group in turn around the meeting room.



Acceptance of the Agenda. The agenda that had been distributed was unanimously accepted
without modification.



Acceptance of the Spring 2016 Meeting Minutes. The minutes of the last meeting of the Parent
Committee that had been distributed were unanimously accepted with a modification proposed by
Dr. William Brown to the summary of the SC6 meeting on Page 2.



Chairman’s Comments. Dr. White welcomed everyone to the Z80 meeting and thanked them for
their support of the standards process. He spoke about the dedication of delegates to this meeting
and complimented them for their work. He mentioned that we might think about recruiting new
members for ANSI Z80 because, in part, we will need to sponsor an ISO meeting in the future,
likely to be in the fall of 2019. A plan for increasing Z80 membership was under consideration by
the Z80 Steering Committee. Dr. White revealed his sorrow that Dr. William Brown would be
stepping down from his position as Chair of Z80 Subcommittee 6 on ophthalmic instruments. This
will occur after the spring, 2017 meeting of the ANSI Z80 Committee.



Legal Counsel’s Report. Mr. Rick Van Arnam, Legal Counsel for the Z80 Committee, reviewed
antitrust issues that impact the writing of standards. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the
overview of this topic supplied by Mr. Van Arnam that is included with these minutes.



Secretariat’s Report. Mr. Michael Vitale, representing the Secretariat, stated that the number of
members of the Z80 Committee had increased by 1 to 20 members. The dues for membership at
$1,550 per year were unchanged, and there were two members whose dues were past due. Three
ANSI Z80 standards had been approved since our last meeting. Z80.1 and Z80.3 have sold
together 111 copies, which follows the 123 copies reported at the spring meeting. He called for
timely voting to ANSI Standards, if only to “Abstain.” A status list of Z80 Standards is included in
the Secretariat’s Report included with these minutes.



Subcommittee Reports.
SC1: Mr. Richard Whitney, Chair of Subcommittee (SC) 1, reported on the activity of SC1. Key
points were covered by Mr. Whitney. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the SC1
Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC2: Dr. Karl Citek, Chair of Subcommittee 2, projected the written subcommittee report for
view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Dr. Citek. The Z80 Committee is hereby
referred to the SC2 Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC3: Mr. Nick Mileti, Chair of Subcommittee 3, projected the written subcommittee report for
view by the Z80 Committee and key points were covered by Mr. Mileti. WG2 will not be
convening at the upcoming meeting of ISO TC172/SC7 in Sydney. The Z80 Committee is hereby
referred to the SC3 Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
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SC4: Dr. Carl Tubbs, Chair of Subcommittee 4, projected the written subcommittee report for
view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Dr. Tubbs a he described the many
activities of the subcommittee. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the SC4 Subcommittee
report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC6: Dr. William Brown, Chair of Subcommittee 6, projected the written subcommittee report
for view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Dr. Brown as he described the many
activities of the subcommittee. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to the SC6 Subcommittee
report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC7: Mr. Quido Cappelli, Chair of Subcommittee 7, projected the written subcommittee report
for view by the Z80 Committee. Key points were covered by Mr. Cappelli. The subcommittee had
considered the voting comments for ANSI Z80.18 and Z80.20 and had made some minor changes
to accommodate the comments. SC7 considered whether the changes made in both documents
were significant enough to require re-voting, and unanimously recommended that the slightly
amended ANSI Z80.18 and Z80.20 move forward for public review. The Z80 Committee is
hereby referred to the SC7 Subcommittee report included as a portion of these minutes.
SC8: Mr. Paul Wade, Chair of Subcommittee 8, was not present and SC8 had not met.


Information Reports.
ANSI Z87: Mr. Richard Whitney, the Z80 representative for the ANSI Z87 Committee, informed
the Z80 Committee that a May 17, 2016 ANSI Z87 meeting occurred at the Vision Council Headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia. This was the first meeting following the publication of the ANSI
Z87-2015 and served to review plans for the 2020 Standard. Discussion included consideration of
expanding the scope of the Standard to include biomedical eye and face protection hazards. A
meeting was planned for mid-August in Natick Ma to discuss this proposal with outside experts.
The committee will next meet on Sept. 27-28 and will hear feedback from this meeting.
FDA: Mr. Donald Calogero, lead representative for the US Food & Drug Administration, reported that the FDA had 72 ophthalmic approvals including the Raindrop Corneal Inlay for Presbyopia
by Revision Optics. It has recognized ANSI Z80.21 on visual acuity charts and ISO 18259 on
microbial challenges to contact lens care regimens, which is cited in ANSI Z80.18. The FDA is
working on three consensus statements with the American Academy of Ophthalmology, one of
these being on the topic of Extended Depth of Focus (EDF) Intraocular Lenses (IOLs).
TC94/SC6: Mr. Dale Pfriem, the US TAG Chair for ISO/TC94/SC6, summarized the activity of
this TC94 subcommittee. The Z80 Committee is hereby referred to Mr. Pfriem’s ISO/TC94/SC6
Liaison Report included as a portion of these minutes.
US TAG for ISO/TC172/SC7: Mr. Michael Vitale, the US TAG Leader for SC7, briefly spoke
about the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) meeting on February 15, 2016. The Z80 Committee is
hereby referred to Mr. Vitale’s TAG Update in the Secretariat’s Report included as a portion of
these minutes.



Next Meetings:
ISO ISO/TC172/SC7: October 24-28, 2016; Sydney, Australia.
ANSI Z80: March 19-21, 2017; Sheraton Sand Key, Clearwater Beach, Florida.
ANSI Z80: August 20-22, 2017; Hilton Doubletree at BWI Airport, Baltimore, Maryland.
ISO/TC172/SC7: To be in the Spring, 2018; likely in Europe.
ISO/TC172/SC7: To be in the Fall, 2019; likely in the USA.



New Business: No new business was proposed.



Closure of the Meeting: Dr. White again thanked everyone for their participation, wished them
safe travels, and brought the meeting to a close at 10:15 am.

Respectfully submitted,
WJB
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Overview of Antitrust Issues that Impact Standards Writing
I.

II.

Intro
A.

A topic that has been covered before

B.

Why – because we are a diverse group that comes together to work on
standards that have market relevance. Thus, antitrust issues can come up.

C.

All our dealings must be in full compliance with applicable antitrust laws and we
are committed to adhering to this policy.

D.

Thus, these meetings cannot be used as a forum for reaching an understanding,
either express or implied, that restrain trade.

General Overview
A.

When we refer to the antitrust laws, we are primarily referring to the Sherman
Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act.
1.

The Sherman Act defines as illegal any action that restrains trade or
commerce.
a.
b.

2.

The FTC Act regulates unfair or deceptive acts or practices that affect
commerce.
a.
b.

B.

contracts, combinations and conspiracies that restrain trade
monopolies and actions to monopolize

a broader statute, as it includes the things covered under the
Sherman Act but also other deceptive trade practices.
Action brought by the FTC only.

Not all contracts or combinations restrain trade. You have to look at what the
parties are doing.
1.

Is the action unreasonable under a “per se” test. Under this analysis,
certain actions have been determined to be prohibited, without any
consideration of the harm being done. The presence of such an action
is illegal
a.

2.

price fixing; dividing market shares; tying agreements; group
boycotts.

Other actions are subject to a “rule of reason” test. If the action is
unreasonable, then it is forbidden.
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a.
b.

c.

III.

weighing of the effect of the restrain and its purpose against
any pro-competitive benefit the action might have.
Thus, if the activity restrains trade but still has a procompetitive benefit, then usually it would be considered as not
violating the antitrust laws.
Standards writing work is usually subject to the rule of reason
analysis.

Application to Standards Writing Activity
A.

B.

Certain things and actions are not the appropriate subject of our standards
writing activities.
1.

You can’t use the standard writing process to gain an unfair advantage.

2.

You can’t engage in improper conduct during our meetings.
a.
discuss this later

3.

Can’t improperly include patented material into the standard.

What actions should you avoid in our meetings? Remember, our meetings
present the opportunity for competitors to discuss technologies that are
important to them. And what I am saying also applies to conversations that
could occur among our participants outside these doors.
1.

Let’s avoid discussion of the big issues – price fixing and any element of
pricing policies; geographic limitations; market allocation; customer
lists; sales data.

2.

Let’s avoid business gossip about companies that are both in the room
and not in the room. Let not refer to those not in the room as the
“competition”.

3.

Let’s not draft standards that favor one product over another unless
a.
there is a scientific or technical reason for such a standard or a
change in a standard. AND
b.
the development of the standard was transparent and the
parties negatively impacted were given the opportunity to
participate and comment.

4.

Let’s be mindful of the ANSI patent policy – if you are going to
incorporate patented technology into a proposed standard make sure:
a.
there is a sound technical reason for doing it AND
b.
you get a general disclaimer from the patent holder that it
won’t assert its patent claims OR that it will give a license to use those
terms at a reasonable rate.
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C.

D.

What should we look to do:
1.

stick to the technical merit of the standard being drafted. That will
avoid the mischief that could happen if the discussion deviates toward
market factors or other improper purposes.

2.

Follow the ANSI procedures. If you follow them, then you will not
misuse them. Following our procedures does not defend us from
antitrust violations, but it is a safeguard against unfair influence.

What if you see it happening?
1.

Try to stop it.

2.

If you can’t, then leave the room.

3.

Advise the leadership so that investigation or other disciplinary actions
can instituted.
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Z80 Committee Secretariats Report
August 2016
Member Status
 20 Voting members
 2 Voting members are past due. Request for payment has been sent.
National Standards Approved Since March 2016
ASC Z80 Standard Status as of 2016-08-17
 26 Standards under the ASC Z80 umbrella
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.

Z80.1-2015 Prescription Spectacle Lenses- approved by ANSI on August 20, 2015. Next revision due in 2020.
Z80.2 Physical, Mechanical Properties- new item, no draft available.
Z80.3-2015 Sunglasses & Fashion Eyewear- approved by ANSI on September 4, 2015. Next revision due in
2020.
Z80.5-2010 Frames- ASC Z80 voting members will vote to withdraw standard in 2016 after the adoption of
three ISO standards.
Z80.7-2013 Intraocular Lenses- ANSI approved this standard in 2013 and it will be up for revision in 2018.
Z80.9-2015 Low Vision Devices- approved by ANSI on May 5, 2015. Next revision due in 2020.
Z80.10-2014 Tonometer’s- approved by ANSI on December 5, 2014. Next revision due in 2019.
Z80.11-2012 Laser Systems for Corneal Reshaping- a PINS was submitted in June of 2014. The next revision is
due in 2017.
Z80.12-2012 Multifocal Intraocular Lenses- approved by ANSI in April of 2012. The next revision is due in
2017.
Z80.13-2012 Phakic Intraocular Lenses- approved by ANSI in April of 2012. The next revision is due in 2017.
Z80.14 Ophthalmic Viscosurgical Devices- new item, will adopt when work in ISO is complete.
Z80.17-2013 Focimeter’s- approved by ANSI in March 2013. The next revision is due in 2018.
Z80.18-2010 Contact Lens Care Products- in Public Review.
Z80.20-2010 Contact Lenses- in Public Review.
Z80.21-2015 Visual Acuity Charts- approved by ANSI on April 23, 2015. The next revision is due in 2020.
Z80.23-2013 Corneal Topography Systems- approved by ANSI on November 29, 2013. The next revision is
due in 2018.
Z80.24-2012 Information Interchange for Ophthalmic Equipment-was approved by ANSI on April 16, 2012.
The next revision is due in 2017.
Z80.27-2014 Implantable Glaucoma Devices- approved by ANSI on January 31, 2014. The next revision is due
in 2019.
Z80.28-2010 Standard for Reporting Optical Aberrations of the Eye- waiting on final approval from ANSI.
Z80.29-2015 Accommodative Intraocular Lenses- approved by ANSI on May 28, 2015. The next revision is
due in 2020.
Z80.30-2010 Toric Intraocular Lenses- ballot closes on December 31st, public review closes on January 25th,
2016. The standard will be worked on after the Fall 2016 meeting.
Z80.31-2012 Ready Readers- approved by ANSI on July 25, 2012. The next revision is due in 2017.
Z80.32 Methodology for Representation of Optically-Induced Phenomena- new item, PINS submitted in 2009
Z80.34 Information Interchange Billing and Billing Reimbursement- new item, PINS submitted in 2014
Z80.35 Extended Depth of Focus- new item, PINS submitted in 2014
Z80.36 Light Hazard Protection for Ophthalmic Instruments- approved March 17, 2016.

ASC Z80 Standard Sales through June 2016
 111 Standards sold
o Z80.1-2015 = 36
o Z80.3-2015 = 40
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Member Voting Information
 ANSI Voting logs getting better but still need work. Need to encourage members to vote
even if it is just “Abstain”
 ISO Voting log shows better responses
OEOSC TAG Update
 ISO TC172/SC7 meeting to be held in Sidney Australia October 24-28, 2016
o Draft meeting schedule has been distributed by DIN
o SC members to start looking into attendees for the upcoming meeting and
finalize the list at our August 2016 Z80 meeting
o Need to work
 ISO TC94/SC6 – Personal Protection Devices to hold their meeting the week prior to
o TC172/SC7. This eliminates the requirement of two separate trips to Sydney
 ISOTC172/SC7 – 2018 Location? This should be finalized at the Sydney meeting
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ANSI Z80.1 Spectacle Lens Subcommittee (SC1) Meeting Minutes
Monday, August 22, 2016 (8AM – 11AM)
Sheraton Sand Key, Clearwater Florida
Dick Whitney – Chair
Rick Tinson – Vice Chair

1. Call to Order – The meeting was called to order at 8:05 AM
2. Introductions & Introductory Comments / Roster – Members introduced themselves
and their affiliations and signed the attendance roster.

3. Acceptance of Agenda – The agenda was approved without suggested changes
4. Acceptance of March 2016 Meeting Minutes – The minutes were reviewed and
approved by consensus.
5. Group brainstorming session follow up (areas to consider for 2020 revision)
including discussion China ISO NWIP request.
As a continuation of the ‘brainstorming activity” from the Spring meeting, the SC1
committee continued to examine what should be revised / added to the 2020
revision.
There were a number of areas identified, and Dick also reported that at the March
2016 Vision Council Lens technical committee there was additional input.
Furthermore, an ISO New Work Item proposal from China was is presently being
circulated and contained pertinent topics for this discussion, so was also reviewed in
detail. The LTC input (below) and China proposal topics were reviewed in detail
(pages 3-5):
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Lens Technical Committee Input
At the LTC at Vision Expo East, several suggestions were given to consider for
review by SC1. Among them were several suggested topics that related to focimetry
(#1-3)
1.) The LTC was interested in pursuing the topic of how to detect aberrations with
automated devices, as the standard as written assumes a visual focimeter. ANSI
Z80.1 addresses the detection and acceptance/rejection of localized power
errors or aberrations. Inspection of the lens for defects which cause unwanted
power variations is covered in section 5.1.6 of the standard. Visual inspection
which results in the detection of “waves, warping or internal defects” are
permitted if when examined with a focimeter this area “shows no measurable or
gross distortion or blur of the focimeter target element.”
2.) How to handle rounding modes such as 0.01, 0.12 and 0.25 D when measuring
an RX
3.) Focimeter calibration / drift and its impact on accurate measurement of RX.
4.) Additional information was suggested to be included to help define ink locations
for backside progressives when viewed from the front. “Where’s the dot” was
used to describe the desire for the revised standard to provide guidance in this
area as this needs review.
5.) The LTC suggested that SC1 consider what additional information be included /
referenced pertaining to Freeform. Given the work at ISO on a Technical report, it
was suggested that this document could be referenced and perhaps excerpted.
SC1 discussion on Focimetry
Given the interest shown in possibly revising the Z80.1 standard in areas pertaining
to focimetry, Dr. Brown (chair of SC6 Instruments) was invited to the meeting and sat
in on discussions related to this topic. He was briefed and a dialogue occurred on
how SC6 might work with SC1 on this topic. Dr. Brown indicated that areas like
aberration detection were beyond the scope of the design/standardization topics for
focimeters, and other topics were perhaps more suited to a “higher level” standard
for more specialized devices. It was agreed that both SC1 and SC6 experts would
share work and provide input to the respective committees.
The Vision Council Round robin study on focimeter capabilities will be shared; of
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note, conclusion #3 in the 2014 Vision Council Focimeter study is in line with the
tolerances shown in ANSI Z80.17

Vision Council 2014 Focimeter report (above)

ANSI Z87.1 – Focimeter Standard

The ANSI Z80.17 Focimeter standard is due for revision in 2018. Dr. Brown indicated
that he, Charlie Campbell and Bruce Dern (FDA) were the only experts likely to be
working on this.

China request for ISO NWIP for product claims (N1735 - Ophthalmic
optics - Uncut finished spectacle lenses – Requirements and test
methods for claimed performances
A New Work Item proposal is presently being circulated at ISO, and it was felt
that reviewing this would be productive when reviewing similar topics for ANSI
Z80.1 -2020. The document has a closing date of 7-Oct-16 and will be
discussed in Sydney at WG3. An excerpt of the justification is as follows:
Purpose and justification of the proposal*
There is no International Standard for claimed performances of uncut finished spectacle
lenses.
Considering the numbers of spectacle lenses manufactured every year and the number
of users, China National Standard Body, SAC would like to establish a new international
standard to enable validation of claims for uncut finished spectacle lenses.

The proposal included a variety of areas where China is looking to establish
common methods/tolerances for material attributes. Their QB 2506 Standard
is the basis for this proposal. Neil Roche provided insight as to the reasons
behind this request. China seeks to provide its governmental agency with a
method to verify if product that is higher priced does indeed comply with the
claims which resulted in this pricing. They wish to be able to verify if more
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expensive product is indeed what has been claimed. For example, tolerances
on Index / Abbe are meant permit one to determine if high index 1.67 is
indeed that material, and not a lower priced material.
The ANSI review of the specifics of the proposal was not intended to be a
direct response as to whether the US would support the NWIP China
initiative. The US experts are formulating their responses to the vote. This
review, was however, instructive to share concerns on specific proposals
within this document.
China Draft Requirements by section
4.1.1 Index of Refraction (within 0.005 of claimed)
Dick Whitney provided a table of index values, and examples of the resulting
min and max allowed values that would result for selected materials using the
suggested tolerance. It turns out to be a similar spread to differences one
sees when comparing measured indices for the two reference wavelengths
recognized at ISO (Nd and Ne) as shown in the bottom table.
The biggest concern with this proposal is that any test to determine index to
this accuracy would be a destructive one, and therefore not suitable for
inspection of product as intended.

4.1.2 Abbe value (within 5% of claimed)
Similar concerns on the destructive nature of the test applies to this
attribute. Since Abbe values require 3 wavelengths to be measured
accurately, this too is impractical when auditing product. The proposed
tolerance for Abbe would yield the following +/- tolerance.
Poly has a typical value of 30, 1.5 Glass & plastic 58.
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4.2.3 Blue – Light

Excerpt from China proposal

The general equation provided in section 3 of the document matches
ANSI Z80.3 (and ISO) for the calculation. In the requirement for claims
section 4.2.3.1, however, there was concern of the general categories
given and the fact that products that specifically filter narrow bands would
not be properly categorized. It also would appear that the transmittance
requirements were based on Occupational tests which use high intensity,
artificial illumination and not use Solar radiation. This was a concern for
the IR requirement, which is not relevant for solar radiation reaching the
eye.
5.3 Impact resistance
The test described is the US FDA test and is not appropriate to be
included in an international standard. It was commented that China uses
2 levels of impact in their marketplace, the FDA impact test being the
higher level.
6. ISO TC172/SC7/WG3 Updates
A brief overview of the status for WG3 was given


ISO DIS 8980-1, 2 and 21987
Mike Vitale indicated that the voting editorial comments have been reviewed
and it is expected that resolution of the technical comments will occur in
Sydney.
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Amendment to ISO 14889 (No 1728)
It is proposed to modify to 14889 (i.e.- removing add power test method
description) via an amendment. N1728 ballot closes on 30-Aug-16) and will
be addressed in Sydney.
The US vote submitted for this was:
Yes; US Experts nominated – Dick Whitney, Dr. DH Sliney, Mike Vitale, Nick Mileti



PWI ISO Technical report- “Current technical abilities of test methods to
assess abrasion resistance of ophthalmic lenses. (N1729)
Neil Roche reported that pending approval of this work, it will meet in Sydney.
This is the result of ISO’s rejection to the earlier work deemed historical and
not acceptable.
The US vote submitted was as follows:
Yes; US Experts nominated – Neil Roche, Dick Whitney, Daniel Simonetta



ISO DTR 18476 (Freeform Technical report) status
Earlier this year, voting on the FF Technical report resulted in several no
votes and numerous suggested changes / corrections. Australia.
With the results of the FF TR ballot returned, Australia, France and Italy voted
no. Australia, had 141 comments which is why they deemed a no vote
appropriate.
Simon Pavy (Australia) and Ronald Rabbetts (UK) have been working with
Tadaki to edit the document based upon the feedback. Nick Miletti also
modified the flow chart that he had provided to reflect input from the vote. It is
hoped that the document will be re-circulated and approved later this year

7. Oct 16 Sydney Meeting representation – list of experts for ANSI
Five Z80.1 Experts are planning to participate in the ISO TC172/SC7/WG3 meetings
in Sydney


Keith Cross



Karl Citek



Neil Roche



Mike Vitale



Dick Whitney

Each person is requested to submit the formal request and application form to Mike
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Vitale. Mike also suggested that each delegate provide their cell phone contact info
which will be useful to have in case of emergency. Visas are also required, so
applications should be completed as well.
8. Old Business - None
9. New Business – Dick Whitney gave a brief overview new feature on the Optical
Heritage Museum website, which permits one to do a virtual walk thru via google.
http://www.opticalheritagemuseum.com/explore-ohm/
On the explore page of the Museum website, if one clicks on “take a tour” and click
on the stairs the user can explore the many rooms in the Southbridge Ma facility.
10. Next Meeting – March 20, 2017 at the Sheraton Sand Key in Clearwater, Florida
11. Adjournment – The meeting adjourned at 10:50AM
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ANSI Z80 SC2
Non-Prescription Eyewear Subcommittee Meeting
August 22, 2016, 12:00 Noon-3:00 PM
Sheraton Sand Key Resort, Beach Room
Clearwater, Florida
Minutes
Attendees: Karl Citek (chair), Nick Brown, Carl Buckholt, Keith Cross, Alfredo Duenez,
Tom Hicks, Nick Mileti, Dale Pfriem, Neil Roché, Lyle Rubin, Dan Simonetta, Rick
Tinson, Mike Vitale, Dick Whitney, Greg Williams
1) Call to order: 12:03 PM
2) Introductions & introductory comments
3) Acceptance of Revised Agenda – no changes
4) Acceptance of Minutes from the March 7, 2016, meeting – no changes
5) Attendance at TC 172/SC 7 in Sydney, AU in October 2016 – even though
sunglasses fall under TC 94/SC 6, members from SC2 will be present in the
event of any discussions on other non-prescription eyewear, such as ready-towear readers (all members expecting to attend TC 172/SC 7 participate in
SC1).
6) Review of inquiries following publication of Z80.3
a) Similar question from two individuals, one from UK and one from US,
about 0.2τv requirement in Paragraph 4.10.2.3.
Response that requirements are based on traffic signal transmittance,
have been in place since 2001, and are identical to those in ISO
sunglass standard.
One inquiry followed up with additional detailed questions, to which
we requested he submit a RFI, which has not yet occurred.
7) Discussion and review of Z80.31
a) Proposed changes to title, scope, and purpose:
American National Standard for Ophthalmics –
Ophthalmic Optics – Specifications for Single-Vision Ready-to-Wear
Near-Vision Spectacles
1 Scope
This Standard specifies the minimum requirements for complete singlevision ready-to-wear near-vision spectacles with positive power, without
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regard to luminous transmittance, available directly to the public without
the prescription of a licensed professional.
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this standard is to establish requirements for ready-towear near-vision spectacles, commonly called “readers.,” and for the
flammability and durability of frames and lenses. They are not designed
to be industrial safety eyewear as defined in ANSI Z87.1, sports eyewear
as defined in ASTM F803 within ASTM F08.57 committee standards, nor
prescription eyewear as defined in ANSI Z80.1.
This standard encompasses single vision lenses with positive spherical
power, plano lens carriers with positive spherical power lens segments,
and progressive power (ISO term: power-variation) lenses, with either
plano or low spherical plus power at the top of the lens and greater
spherical plus power at the bottom of the lens. If lens segments or
progressive power lenses are present, all relevant requirements in ANSI
Z80.1 shall apply. In addition, plano lens carriers shall comply with the
refractive and vertical prism power and imbalance requirements in ANSI
Z80.3.
All spectral and ultraviolet transmittance requirements in ANSI Z80.3
shall apply to all lens components. As such, tinted readers are not
designed to provide protection when making direct observation of the
sun, such as for viewing a partial or annular solar eclipse. In addition,
tinted readers covered by this standard are not intended for use under
conditions of reduced illumination; however, variable tint lenses that fade
to a luminous transmittance greater than 75% are covered. Tinted plano
lens carriers with less than 75% luminous transmittance anywhere on the
lenses are not suitable for driving under low light conditions, such as but
not limited to twilight or night.
b) Drafting committee: Karl Citek, Keith Cross, Nick Mileti, Dick
Whitney
Will work on draft revision and distribute to SC2 participants prior to
next meeting. SC2 agreed that incorporation of requirements in Z80.1
and Z80.3 would be as references, rather than copying relevant sections.
This will require users to purchase not only Z80.31 but also Z80.1 and/or
Z80.3, as necessary; perhaps ANSI webstore can suggest purchasing
Z80.1 and Z80.3 when there is a request for Z80.31, or package all 3 at a
discount compared to individual sales.
8) Other business – none
9) New business – none
10) Next meeting: March 19-21, 2017, Clearwater, Florida
11) Adjourn: 1:35 PM
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Frame Subcommittee Report
August 22, 2016
Clearwater, FL

Meeting called to order.
Acceptance of updated Agenda.
Review and Acceptance of March Meeting Minutes.
Status of update of publication of adopted ISO 12870, 7998, 8624. All
three will be combined into one document. ANSI has not shared publication
date, anticipate this information within a month and will update committee
via email.
Review and discussion of NWIP 12870 and 8624. WG2 convener, Ronald
Rabbetts, has reviewed and provided positive feedback on the two NWIP.
ANSI is waiting to hear from DIN, Elisabeth Lightner. ANSI and Ronald to
make contact with Elisabeth to understand the disposition of the two NWIP.
Shared with committee, Ronald intends to mention the two NWIP at ISO
Plenary Session. Ronald also indicated some of the items may be able to be
managed without formal NWIP, but need to consult with Elisabeth.
Discussion on disposition of Z80.5, post publication of the adopted ISO trio.
It is unsure at this time how ANSI will be treating the adoption of the ISO
standards. At this point, the committee recommended we hold till ANSI
publication of the ISO trio.
There was no new business and meeting adjourned.
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ANSI SC4 Subcommittee Meeting Report
August 22nd, 2016
Clearwater, Florida
Dr. Carl Tubbs
Committee Met August 22nd from 8 AM-4 PM
23 attendees on site and 16 by phone
Significant Progress made
Z80.35 EDF IOL Section:
Since spring meeting, several phone conferences held on both clinical and general optics.
Group is now on to 4th revision of original document.
Group was updated concerning Spring ISO meeting concerning related standards work.
11979-7 General aphakic IOL standard is in revision
EDF section had been incorporated into this standard but is being revised into a separate
document
ISO members do not feel that EDF is a separate IOL category
ISO members prefer a non-clinical definition of EFD IOL
Updates concerning FDA-AAO workgroup on EDF lenses were presented
Recommendations were made to assess low contrast vision assessment with DVA correction
At distance and at intermediate to also assess low light function
Recommendations for testing with pupil stratification
Recommendation for testing with axial length stratification
Definitions- Scope of document will not be modified, but we are trying to develop a definition of
EDF IOL that is not clinically based, in order to satisfy ISO. Need to delineate EDF properties in
such a way as to differentiate from standard IOL and multifocal IOL properties.
Optical Sub- Section:
Lengthy discussions were given concerning technical aspects of eye model testing that would be
used to characterize IOL optically and as a separate issue be used to predict functional clinical
performance.
Presentations were given by Charles Campbell, Carmen Canovas (Abbott), and Xin Wei (Alcon)
concerning using green monochromatic vs. white light.
Also included were possible models of human eyes to be used in such testing.
Presentations included discussion of phase shift defocus and chromatic aberration (lateral and
transverse), and included testing IOL’s with diffractive versus non-diffractive properties.
Group concluded by consensus that white light would be used for eye model testing for
clinical predictions, and green may also be used in addition in these cases
Group concluded that three potential eye models could be used, and these will be
described in appropriate subsections- physiologic model, Ohnuma model and ISO 11972-2
model.
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Clinical Optics Section:
Defocus Curve Testing
100 EDF and 100 monofocal IOL’s
Testing under photopic conditions (use of trial frames to observe for squinting)
Computerized (or equivalent randomized) charts with random letter presentation
Monocular testing, starting with best distance correction (manifest)
Subsequent testing in 0.5D defocus steps between +1.50 and -2.50D, with region +0.50 and-0.50
testing in 0.25D steps
Letters randomly presented
Defocus range may be modified as applicable based on lens design
+1.50 and -2.50D is the minimum range
Mean defocus curve for each group is plotted against monofocal lenses
AAO-FDA recommendations:
1) Plotting visual acuity against defocus curves- stratify as to pupil sizes (descriptive)
<3.0 then 3-4 and also >4.0
2) Axial length < 21mm and 21-26 mm and >26 mm (not to restrict sample size ?)
Low Contrast VA testing (FDA-AAO):
10% Weber contrast (background – optotype luminance)/background
Photopic lighting eg 85 cd/m2
Distance Rx used for all testing
Monocular testing
Test BCDVA first
Then test intermediate DCIVA
For each arm provide mean, SD, other statistics
Study Design: Section 10.2
Bilateral implantation ideal, monocular phased or pilot study if risk analysis recommends
Subjects- 100 minimum for each arm EDF and control, followed over 6 months
Some IOL designs may not be indicated for bilateral implantation- will consider language
Unwanted visual effectsWill revise testing methodology
Next Steps:
Group will collect comments and revise document, and hold additional phone conferences
between now and Spring 2017 meeting. Meeting planned for ANSI in Spring and Fall 2017 with
expected completion date after fall 2017.
Z80.30 Toric IOL Section
Toric IOL Section is due for revision, PINS has been previously obtained
Have been waiting in order to better complete Z80.35 and also work on related ISO documents
Toric IOL standard will now be opened for revision in full
Group members are in agreement and committee will be formed to revise document
Work will begin with phone conferences
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Additional ANSI Document pending in 2017
The Following additional documents are due to be opened in 2017 for 5 year revisions:
Z80.11
Z80.12
Z80.13

Laser Systems for Corneal Reshaping
Multifocal Intraocular Lenses
Phakic Intraocular Lenses

ISO Update WG7
WG7 met in Stockholm in Spring 2017- interim meeting
Ongoing active document revisions 11979-10, 11979-2, 110979-7 and DTR 22979, all related to
IOL
Also work on endotamponades, viscosurgical devices, and other projects.
Work continues on above documents and delegates will meet in fall of 2016 in Sydney
US is leading EDF document initial creation and ANSI as well as FDA-AAO workgroups are critical
here
Attendees to Sydney meeting in fall of 2016 (pending final travel funding) are:
Don Calogero,
FDA
Magda Michna,
Alcon
Steve VanNoy,
Alcon
Carl Tubbs
AAO

End of Meeting report-
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Meeting Summary
ANSI Z80 SC6
Instruments & Low Vision Devices Subcommittee Meeting
August 22, 2016
Clearwater Beach, FL
3:00 – 5:30 p.m.


Attendees: Bruce Drum (FDA), Thomas White (Am Acad Ophthalmol),
Charles Campbell (intermittently), Bill Brown (Am Optom Assoc);
by teleconference: Dexiu Shi (FDA), David Sliney



Z80.xx Light hazard from operation microscopes used in ocular surgery
has been submitted to the Secretariat and will be distributed for balloting.



Z80.36 Light hazard protection for ophthalmic instruments – recently
published



ANSI Z80.yy Slit lamp microscopes –
o A draft of this new ANSI standard was reviewed.
o Discussed use of the slit lamp with a cornea-neutralizing lens or a plus
condensing lens to view the retina.
 Charlie Campbell presented an analysis of the factors in the slitlamp/lens combination that determine the spectral irradiance of the
retina and a consequent measurement technique.
 The group decided to ask Charlie Campbell to modify
diagrams/descriptions to clarify his analysis so the subcommittee is
better able to corroborate his conclusions.



ISO N1736: New Work Item Proposal: ISO/NP 15004-2, a revision of
15004-2 proposed by UK was discussed.


Balloting closes in September.



The following changes/considerations were proposed by SC6:
 Change the naming of the unweighted UV limits to the anterior
segment of the eye as was done in ANSI Z80.36.
 Clarify/substantiate the need for a proposed new clause placing a
limit on visible and infrared thermal hazard to the iris and a
justification for the limit value suggested. Clarify who decides if an
instrument is intended to purposefully irradiate the iris as the
document proposes.
 Clarify with the international community the understanding of what it
means to have special limits for specific instruments (such as slit
lamp and operation microscopes) in a horizontal standard vs having
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individual vertical standards for the special cases. This
misunderstanding apparently led to the eventual defeat of ISO
15004-2 following the Shanghai meeting.


Roster of SC6 representatives to TC172 SC7/WG6 in Sydney, 2016-10-24
to 2016-10-28 was discussed. Most of the active members of SC6 are
unable to attend the Sydney meeting, so Bruce Drum and Bill Brown will
represent SC6 at all project groups of TC172 SC7/WG6 that will meet in
Sydney. The roster of delegates is:
SC7/WG6
Bruce Drum
William Brown
PG TR 15253 Merger of low vision documents for optical and electrooptical devices

Bruce Drum
William Brown
PG 8596 Standard optotype (Ballot earlier this year confirmed the CD)
Bruce Drum
William Brown
PG 10938 Visual acuity displays (Ballot on FDIS completed July, 2016)
Bruce Drum
William Brown


ISO15253 and 15254 – Merger of low vision documents for optical and
electro-optical devices
Brief discussion of draft document with no specific recommendations yet.

William L. Brown, Chair
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Subcommittee for Contact Lenses
Sheraton Sand Key, Clearwater FL

ANSI Z80 CONTACT LENS SUBCOMMITTEE:
CONTACT LENSES and CARE PRODUCTS
Monday, August 22nd, 2016: 9:00 am – 3:30 pm
Opening of the Meeting of ANSI Z80 CL Subcommittee: Contact
Lenses and Care Products and the US TAG TC172/SC7/WG9.
The Z80 Contact Lens Subcommittee meeting was opened at 9:00 am,
August 22nd, A sign in sheet was distributed for attendees to document
their participation.:
Roll Call of ANSI Z80 Contact Lens Subcommittee Experts in
Attendance. Each person identified themselves to the group in turn
around the meeting table. The participants were:
Quido Cappelli,
William J. Benjamin
Glenn Davies
Paul Ludington
Angelo Green
Denise Hampton
Greg Williby
Samuel Puig
Carol Lakkis
Ralph Stone
Mary Mowry-McKee
Manal Gabriel
Karen Sentell
Michael Pfleger
Roya Borazjani
James Cook

Contact Lens Manufacturers Assoc.
American Optometric Association
Bausch & Lomb, Inc.
Bausch & Lomb, Inc
Food and Drug Administration
Food and Drug Administration
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
Cooper Vision Corporation
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
R. P. Stone Consulting
Alcon Laboratories
Alcon Laboratories
Alcon Laboratories
Alco Laboratories
Cooper Vision Corporation
Abbot Medical Optics

The following persons participated by conference phone:
Kelly Arnold
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
Michelle Mundorf
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care
Steve Galas
Independent Consultant
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Upon presentation of the agenda for review it was decided to add a discussion of the draft of ISO 19979 to the agenda. Thereupon the
subcommittee took part in the following:
o Review of the New Versions of ISO 18369 1-4.
 It was noted that new versions of the four-part standard
had been recently received although the previous
versions which had been reviewed in London at the last
interim meeting had been returned after the comments
were addressed. These new versions did not include all
the previous recommended corrections and it was felt
that clarification should be solicited from the Convener
of WG9 regarding this matter.
 The subcommittee, nevertheless, discussed the contents
of the newer versions in preparation for the meeting of
ISO TC/172 WG9 in Sydney in October.
o 5 Year Review of Z80.20
 The Chair announced receipt of the mail ballot of the
revision to this document which has received 11
approvals and 0 disapprovals. 8 of the member
organizations did not send in the ballot. The
subcommittee reviewed, resolved and incorporated the
comments submitted and voted unanimously to submit
the completed revision to the Parent Committee.
o 5 Year Review of Z80.18
 The Chair announced receipt of the mail ballot of the
revision to this document which has received 12
approvals and 0 disapprovals. 7 of the member
organizations did not send in the ballot. The
subcommittee reviewed, resolved and incorporated the
comments submitted and voted unanimously to submit
the completed revision to the Parent Committee.
o ISO 19045-2, Trophozite Biocidal Standard
 Progress on this document accomplished at the London
interim meeting was reviewed. The documents have been
distributed for additional comments from US companies.
So far Alcon, J&J and Cooper Vision have provided
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additional comments. It was emphasized that we are
working on a draft protocol to be used for a ring test, i.e.
not the standard at this time. B&L withdrew their test
method from the protocol since it is no longer being used.
After successful completion of the ring test, a standard
will be developed. AMO/Abbott has volunteered to
produce the test solution to be used for the ring test.
Manal Gabriel has offered to have her laboratory at
Alcon conduct the targeting experiments to determine the
concentration of chlorhexidine to result in log reduction
of 1.5 to 2.0 log reduction for both species of
Acanthamoeba trophozoites. It is expected that a
concentration somewhere between 10-40 ppm
chlorhexidine will produce the desired results. Mary
Mowrey McKee will provide the basic formulation for
borate buffered saline solution to Karen Sentell to
investigate whether Alcon can prepare the solutions to be
used for the targeting experiments to determine the
appropriate concentration of chlorhexidine for the ring
test.
o IS0 11981
 Ralph Stone summarized the minor changes being
considered in the development of this standard.
o ISO 14534 and ISO 19979
 Ralph Stone announced that upon word from the
Convener of WG9, this standard, 14534, will be
reintroduced into discussion since questions have been
brought up by several nations in the European
community. Mary Mowrey McKee cited the recent
changes in the Medical Device Directive versus the
Medical Device Regulation may be the underlying reason
for this.
 A vote and comments on CD 19979 had recently been
submitted It was explained that the circumstances of ISO
19979, which is an adaptation of TS 19979, may be an
unpopular topic since the previous discussions of the
disinfection of multi-patient use contact lenses resulted in
the adoption of a technical standard thus avoiding the
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burden of liability over a broad segment of the industry
including standard writing organizations.
ISO Meeting in Sydney, Australia, October, 2016
The following are named as Experts to ISO TC172/SC7/WG9:
Paul Ludington
Glenn Davies
Angelo Green
Samuel Puig
Ralph Stone

James Cook
Denise Hampton
Mary Mowrey McKee
Greg Williby
Roya Borazjani

The assignments to the working groups are as follows:
Date/Time

Project Group

Experts

Observers

(PL=Project Leader)

(*by WebEx)

October 24, AM

ISO 18369 1/2

P. Ludington
R. Stone
S. Puig
G. Williby

A. Green
K. Sentell*

October 24, AM

ISO 19979

M. McKee
J. Cook

M. Gabriel*
C. Lakkis*

October 24, PM

ISO 18369 3/4

A. Green
P. Ludington
S. Puig
G. Williby

K. Sentell*
R. Stone

October 24, PM

PM19045-2

M. McKee, PL
R. Borazjani
J. Cook

M. Gabriel*
D. Hampton
C. Lakkis*

October 25, AM

18369-4 PPG

G. Davies
S. Puig
G. Williby
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October 25, AM

11981

R. Stone, PL
J. Cook
D. Hampton

R. Borazjani
C. Lakkis*
M. McKee

October 25, PM

18369-3 PPG

P. Ludington, PL
S. Puig
G. Williby

J. Cook
M. McKee

October 25, PM

11986

R. Stone, PL
R. Borazjani
A. Green

J. Cook
M. Gabriel*
C. Lakkis*
M. McKee

October 26, AM

14534

D. Hampton
M. McKee

M. Gabriel*
C. Lakkis*
R. Stone
G. Williby

Closure of the Meeting.
The Chair complemented the subcommittee for their outstanding
participation in the revisions of Z80.20 and Z80.18 and in particular their
diligent work in preparing for the various ISO meetings.
The next meetings of the subcommittee were announced as March 19, 2017
in Clearwater Beach FL and August 20, 2017 at BWI Airport, MD.
There being no further business, the meeting was brought to a close at 3:30
PM.

Respectfully submitted,
Quido Cappelli
Chairman
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Liaison Report of ISO/TC 94/SC 6 "Eye and Face Protection" to ANSI Z80
Clearwater Beach, Sand Key, FL, August 23, 2016
The full committee of ISO/TC94/SC6 and its working groups last met in Paris, France June 22 –
26, 2014. Thirty-seven delegates representing eleven countries (plenary) were present. Four
delegates from the U.S. were present. An interim meeting of the Working Groups of SC6 was
held the week of 9 May 2016 in Stockholm Sweden. The next meeting of SC6 will take place the
week preceding the meetings of ISO/TC172 in Sydney Australia (the week of 17 October).
Work Group Activity Summary / Highlights
WG1 – Definitions:
ISO 4007, the SC6 terminology / definitions is in process of revision. A DIS target date of October
2017 has been set. The
WG 2 – Test Methods:
A number of new test method documents are being revised and/or going forward as NWI’s:
-

ISO 18256-1 Occupational and Sports Geometric Optics Test Methods
ISO 18256-2 Occupational and Sports Physical Optics Test Methods
ISO 18256-3 Occupational and Sports Physical and Mechanical Test Methods
ISO 18256-4 Headforms

WG 3 – Sunglasses:
ISO 12312-1:2015 Eye and face protection – Sunglasses and Related Eyewear has been revised
and promulgated (October). Sections of the standard having revision(s) are:
-

5.2 Transmittance categories
5.3.2 Requirements for road use and driving
7.6 Impact levels
11.2 Temporal protection requirements
12.1 Information for users

WG 4 – Occupational Eye and Face Protection:
The newly revived occupational product standards have been agreed to be delineated into a
three-part document. Three documents have been approved to progress as NWI (20.20)
development schedule documents:
-

Part 1: General requirements
Part 2: Welding protectors
Part 3: Mesh eye protectors

A systematic review of ISO 12609 - Eyewear for protection against intense light sources
used on humans and animals for cosmetic and medical applications Parts 1 (specification
for products) and Part 2 (guidance for use) are currently underway.
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-

Work continues within the joint IEC/ISO WG for eye and face protection against laser
radiation.

WG 5 – Sports Eye and Face Protection
WG5 has two new standards which were approved as 20.00 stage development projects
- ISO 18527-1: Draft Standard for Skiing and Snowboarding Goggles.
- ISO 18527-2; Draft Standard for Eye Protection for Squash and Racquet Ball.
A NWIP for Surface Swimming Goggles was approved in May for a 20.00 development project.
The work item will be U.S. lead.
WG 6 – Guidance on Selection, Use and Maintenance of Eye & Face PPE
The WG continues to progress an eyewear PPE guidance document.
JWG1 – Joint ISO/TC 94/SC 6 - IEC/76 WG on Eye and Face Protection against Laser Radiation.
The debate between WG members in the current draft document (ISO/WD 19818) defining
resistance class (RC) and optical density (OD) continues. Significant progress has however been
made this year and it appears consensus may be on the horizon.

Respectfully submitted,
Dale B. Pfriem
Chair, US TAG to ISO/TC94/SC6
c/o ICS Laboratories, Inc.
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